Robotics controllers often consist of expertdesigned heuristics, which can be hard to tune in higher dimensions. Simulation can aid in optimizing these controllers if parameters learned in simulation transfer to hardware. Unfortunately, this is often not the case in legged locomotion, necessitating learning directly on hardware. This motivates using data-efficient learning techniques like Bayesian Optimization (BO) to minimize collecting expensive data samples. BO is a black-box data-efficient optimization scheme, though its performance typically degrades in higher dimensions. We aim to overcome this problem by incorporating domain knowledge, with a focus on bipedal locomotion. In our previous work, we proposed a feature transformation that projected a 16dimensional locomotion controller to a 1-dimensional space using knowledge of human walking. When optimizing a humaninspired neuromuscular controller in simulation, this feature transformation enhanced sample efficiency of BO over traditional BO with a Squared Exponential kernel. In this paper, we present a generalized feature transform applicable to nonhumanoid robot morphologies and evaluate it on the ATRIAS bipedal robot, in both simulation and hardware. We present three different walking controllers and two are evaluated on the real robot. Our results show that this feature transform captures important aspects of walking and accelerates learning on hardware and simulation, as compared to traditional BO.
Abstract-Robotics controllers often consist of expertdesigned heuristics, which can be hard to tune in higher dimensions. Simulation can aid in optimizing these controllers if parameters learned in simulation transfer to hardware. Unfortunately, this is often not the case in legged locomotion, necessitating learning directly on hardware. This motivates using data-efficient learning techniques like Bayesian Optimization (BO) to minimize collecting expensive data samples. BO is a black-box data-efficient optimization scheme, though its performance typically degrades in higher dimensions. We aim to overcome this problem by incorporating domain knowledge, with a focus on bipedal locomotion. In our previous work, we proposed a feature transformation that projected a 16dimensional locomotion controller to a 1-dimensional space using knowledge of human walking. When optimizing a humaninspired neuromuscular controller in simulation, this feature transformation enhanced sample efficiency of BO over traditional BO with a Squared Exponential kernel. In this paper, we present a generalized feature transform applicable to nonhumanoid robot morphologies and evaluate it on the ATRIAS bipedal robot, in both simulation and hardware. We present three different walking controllers and two are evaluated on the real robot. Our results show that this feature transform captures important aspects of walking and accelerates learning on hardware and simulation, as compared to traditional BO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Locomotion controllers often involve expert-designed heuristics, for example, feedback control of the Center of Mass (CoM) and designing reference trajectories. State of the art work in walking robots featuring heuristics includes [1] , [2] and [3] . These heuristics consist of sets of interdependent parameters, which can be hard to tune, especially in higher dimensions. This complexity motivates methods for learning parameters automatically. A simple approach is to learn in simulation and deploy on hardware. However, due to differences between simulation and hardware, such as modelling errors, parameters often do not transfer well. On the other hand, directly learning on hardware can require a prohibitive number of samples, making it nearly impossible to learn these controllers using traditional methods. This has led to a surge in interest in data-efficient learning techniques for robotics. One such data-efficient method for learning controller parameters is Bayesian Optimization (BO). BO is a sampleefficient gradient-free black-box optimization method that has been applied to a wide range of robotics problems. Recent examples from locomotion, mobile robotics and manipulation include [4] - [8] . However, the performance of BO degrades in high dimensions (see [9] for related discussion). We aim to overcome this problem by incorporating domain knowledge into BO. Particularly, we utilize domain information provided by simulators to speed up learning on hardware.
The idea of using simulation performance to speed up optimization on hardware has been explored in literature before. A common approach is to optimize controller parameters in simulation, then use the result as a starting point on hardware. A domain expert would then typically have to fine-tune parameters on hardware. [10] learn parameters using an ensemble of simulations to account for model uncertainty. [11] iteratively learn both the model and controller parameters using the differences between simulated behaviors and hardware experiments. [4] use evaluations from simulation as a noisy prior for the optimization on hardware. [5] pre-select high performing controllers from simulation and search among them on hardware. In our previous work, we proposed a transformation that reparameterized human-like walking controllers using their performance in a high-fidelity simulation [12] . This transformation was based on knowledge of human walking and showed enhanced sample-efficiency when optimizing neuromuscular walking controllers in simulation.
In this paper, we generalize our previous human-inspired feature transform from [12] to include other bipedal robot morphologies and controllers. We also present evaluations of our method on the ATRIAS biped robot (Figure 1) for the first time. We evaluate our feature transform on three different controllers, two on hardware. We successfully optimize parameters for a 5-dimensional and 9-dimensional controller on the ATRIAS robot on a boom in less than 10 trials, which proves to be challenging for traditional BO. Our results show that this feature transform extracts useful information from simulations, and leads to an effective transfer of knowledge to hardware. We also optimize parameters for a 50-dimensional controller in simulation and obtain promising results. This motivates future work for using our approach on hardware for the 50-dimensional controller as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we present background on the concepts used in this paper and summarize related work. In Section III we describe our approach of using a locomotion feature transform in detail. Section IV describes our test platform ATRIAS and the controllers used in our experiments. In Section V we describe our simulation and hardware experiments. Section VI concludes with further discussion.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Bayesian Optimization and Gaussian Processes
Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a framework for sampleefficient black-box and gradient-free global search. Recent tutorials [13] and [14] provide a comprehensive overview.
The goal of BO is to find x x x * that optimizes an objective function f (x x x), while executing as few evaluations of f as possible. The optimization starts with a prior (which could be uninformed) roughly capturing the prior uncertainty over the value of f (x x x) for each x x x in the domain. Then an auxiliary objective function, called acquisition function, is optimized to sequentially select points x x x n , and f (x x x n ) is evaluated. The aim of the acquisition function is to automatically balance exploration and exploitation: select points for which the posterior estimate of the objective f is promising, while also decreasing the uncertainty about f . An example of BO is shown in Figure 2 .
The prior/posterior mean and variance of f are often expressed by a Gaussian Process (GP):
with mean function μ and kernel k. The prior mean function μ(x x x) can be set to 0 if no relevant domain-specific information is available. The kernel k(x x x i , x x x j ) encodes how similar f is expected to be for two inputs x x x i , x x x j . The value of f (x x x i ) has a significant influence on the posterior value of f (x x x j ) if k(x x x i , x x x j ) is large. The Squared Exponential (SE) kernel is a widely used similarity metric:
where σ 2 k , denote signal variance and a vector of length scales respectively; they are called 'hyperparameters' in BO literature. Usually σ 2 k , are automatically adjusted during optimization by learning from data the overall signal variance and how quickly f varies in each input dimension. 
B. Utilizing Trajectory Data with Behaviour-based Kernels
The performance of BO typically degrades in higher dimensions and one might need to add further domain information to improve sample-efficiency. [15] propose a modified GP kernel used in the optimization -Behavior Based Kernel (BBK). The BBK uses a KL divergence metric between induced trajectories to determine the kernel distances between the corresponding parameters, and improves sample-efficiency over the standard SE distance. However, BBK requires complete trajectory data every time kernel value k(x x x i , x x x j ) is evaluated. This would be intractable when optimizing most controllers and the authors suggest combining BBK with a model-based approach to overcome this difficulty. But the question of how to build a reliable model with data from very few trials remains open.
Our approach constructs an informed kernel that incorporates behavior-based distances similar to BBK, but in a manner that ensures k(x x x i , x x x j ) can be obtained efficiently when running BO. We calculate distances based on trajectories induced in a high-fidelity simulator by running short simulations, enabling us to efficiently calculate the kernel distances during optimization. This allows us to use simulation to guide our search on hardware, while keeping behavior-based distances tractable.
C. Bayesian Optimization for Locomotion Controllers
There has been work on BO for mobile robots. [16] use AIBO quadrupeds, [17] use snake robots, [5] use hexapods and [18] use a small biped. While quadrupeds, hexapods and snake robots can do dynamic gaits, the percentage of time spent dynamically is small as compared to the time spent statically stable. On the other hand, ATRIAS is a highly dynamic bipedal robot due to its point feet, and it cannot be statically stable except in double-stance on a boom. This makes the optimization harder, as the system is unstable leading to discontinuities in cost functions. [18] also use BO for optimizing gaits of a dynamic biped robot. In their work, walking gaits for a finite-state-machine based 4-dimensional controller need 30-40 samples on hardware. Optimizing a higher-dimensional controller needed for higher degree of freedom robots might present even more challenges. The learning could be especially difficult if a significant number of the points/parameters sampled would lead to unstable gaits and falls. Such samples might result in eventual wear and breakage of the robot hardware. Hence, there is a need to either limit search spaces to "safe" points, or bias the search towards such points.
One such work is by [5] , who generate a map between good performing points from simulation versus their behaviour for a hexapod robot. This behavior metric then guides BO to quickly find controllers that can compensate for damage of the robot. The search on hardware is conducted in behaviour space, and limited to pre-selected "successful" points from simulation. This helps make their search faster and safer. However, if an optimal point was not pre-selected, BO cannot sample it during optimization, losing global optimality guarantees. "Best points" are cost-specific, so the map needs to be re-generated for each cost.
Our proposed method generalizes to highly dynamic behaviours and discontinuous cost functions, without eliminating any part of the search space or a strict dependence on a cost function. We also bias our search towards sampling points successful in simulation (but not exclusively), leading to a sample-efficient and safer search.
III. A GENERAL LOCOMOTION DISTANCE METRIC
In this section, we describe our proposed bipedal locomotion specific feature transform. This transform is designed to generalize to a range of locomotion controllers and robot morphologies, unlike our previous work [12] , which focused on human-like robots and controllers.
A. The Determinants of Gait Transformation
The proposed locomotion feature transform is a generalization of the Determinants of Gaits (DoG) used by physiotherapists to evaluate the quality of human walking [19] . It consists of the following four walking metrics calculated per step:
1) M 1 : Swing leg retraction -We look at the trajectory of the swing foot and if the maximum ground clearance of the foot is more than a threshold, we set M 1 = 1. 
In general, a higher score implies better performance of a controller for M 1−3 . However, the score doesn't have a fixed relationship to a particular cost function. The cost depends on the specific desired behavior/outcome. The thresholds in M 1−3 are decided based on similar quantities from the determinants of gait of nominal human walking data [20] .
Controllers that chatter (step very fast, with step time less than 100ms) can have a large number of steps before falling. Since this could lead to a misleadingly high score, the DoG score is scaled by the fraction of time the simulation walked before falling. If the simulation terminated at time t sim and the desired time for simulation was t max , the final DoG score φ becomes:
The DoG score helps cluster controllers based on their behaviour in simulation. The hope is that behavioral cues like the ones described in metrics M 1−4 have a higher chance of transferring between simulation and hardware than actual costs. On hardware, once we have evaluated a controller with a particular value of φ, we expect controllers with similar values of φ to have a similar cost. This roughly splits the cost function landscape, separating points that can potentially walk, and those that cannot, as shown in Figure 3 . Suppose we sample an unstable point with a low φ score and obtain a high cost on hardware. We can then be fairly certain that other unstable points with low φ will do poorly as well. As a result, we can focus on potentially promising points to sample, making the search more sample efficient and biased towards sampling safe points. Note that in Equation 1, metrics M 1−4 are weighed equally when summing up. A small but useful addition could be to learn the weights for a 4-dimensional feature transform [21] . This would enable us to weigh the 4 metrics depending on their importance for a particular task, controller or robot. We leave experimenting with this for future work.
B. Bayesian Optimization with the DoG Transform
φ (from previous section) essentially defines a reparameterization from the original space of controller parameters to a 1-dimensional space. We use φ to define a 1-dimensional kernel that utilizes the Determinants of Gait scores. The functional form of this kernel is the same as Squared Exponential kernel. However, instead of Euclidean distances of points in the original space, we use distances between the DoG scores of the points:
φ(x x x) denotes DoG score obtained from simulation using controller parameters x x x; σ 2 k , are signal variance and length scale hyperparameters. We refer to k DoG as 'DoG-based kernel' in the following sections. To speed up calculation of kernel distances during optimization, we pre-calculate φ for a large grid of points in simulation. We run short simulations of each point/controller, evaluate φ on the generated trajectories and store results in a look-up table. This table is used during BO to compute distances between controllers in DoG space.
While the proposed generalized transform φ can successfully characterize the quality of a gait, large mismatch between a simulator and real-world hardware could still present a challenge. Some controller parameters could yield good gait characteristics in a short simulation, but perform poorly during a longer trial on hardware or simulation. While this issue did not arise during our hardware experiments with the controller described in Section IV-B, we anticipate that with a different and higher-dimensional controller such mismatch could become an issue. Hence for our experiments with 50 dimensional virtual neuromuscular controller we explore learning the mismatch and adjusting the kernel accordingly.
We expand the DoG-based kernel to have one more dimension. This dimension is used to model the anticipated simulation-hardware mismatch with a (separate) Gaussian Process: g(x x x) ∼ GP(0, k SE (x x x i , x x x j )). We start with a prior mismatch of zero. For each controller x x x i explored during BO, we observe the difference between its DoG score in simulation and on hardware:
. This difference d xi xi xi becomes a "training point" for the GP that is used to model the mismatch. The posterior mean g * is then computed using standard Gaussian Process regression. This allows us to predict simulation-hardware mismatch for the whole space of controller parameters. The reparameterization becomes: φ φ φ adj x x xi = φ(x x x i ), g * (x x x i ) , and we obtain adjusted DoG-based kernel:
Suppose we evaluate controller parameters x i x i x i , which walks in simulation but falls on hardware. For the next few evaluations, BO with only DoG-based kernel would associate simulation-based DoG scores of x i
x i x i with bad performance. In contrast, k DoG adj takes into account the high mismatch (high DoG score in simulation, low on hardware). Consequently, k DoG adj (x x x i , x x x j ) would be highest only for x j
x j x j s that have both similar simulation-based DoG scores and similar estimated mismatch. Hence, points with high simulation-based DoG scores and low predicted mismatch would still be 'far away' from the failed x i
x i x i . They could be sampled if uncertainty about their costs is high.
We present preliminary results of this adjusted DoG-based kernel in Section V-D. This formulation is similar in spirit to other approaches, such as [4] . However, while previous work "mistrusts" all simulation data, our formulation lets us fit a dynamic mismatch function from data. This lets us trust the simulation in some regions, while mistrust it in others.
IV. ATRIAS ROBOT AND CONTROLLERS TESTED
In this section, we describe our test platform, the ATRIAS robot and the controllers tested in this paper. We describe a reactively stepping controller and a virtual neuromuscular controller (VNMC) whose parameters are learned using the DoG-based kernel in the next section. The reactively stepping controller is a model-based controller that depends on the inverse-dynamics models of the robot to generate the desired torques. It is in line with a lot of state-of-the-art controllers for biped locomotion, such as [1] . On the other hand, the VNMC is a model-free controller and directly produces the desired motor torques using some hand-designed laws based on biped locomotion dynamics. It can generate a diverse set of locomotion behaviors [22] with appropriate controller parameters. Thus the two types of controllers represent two very different and widely used ways of controlling bipedal robots, and other robots in general -model-based control and model-free control. If our method can succeed at learning parameters for both of these controller types, it will likely generalize to most controllers used in biped locomotion.
A. ATRIAS Robot
Our test platform is CMU's ATRIAS robot (Figure 1 ), a human sized bipedal robot. The ATRIAS robot was designed so that the inertial properties of the Center of Mass of ATRIAS matched that of humans. The robot weighs about 64kg, with most of its mass concentrated around the trunk. The legs are 4-segment carbon-fiber linkages with a point foot, actuated by 2 Series Elastic Actuators (SEAs) in the sagittal plane and a DC motor in the lateral plane. Although ATRIAS is capable of 3D walking, in this work we focus on planar movements around a boom.
B. Feedback Based Reactive Stepping Policy
The first controller we test is a feedback based reactive stepping controller, which consists of three heuristics : maintain the CoM height, torso angle and regulate CoM speed through footstep placement.
Here, F x is the desired horizontal ground reaction force (GRF), K pt is the proportional gain on the torso angle θ and K dt is the derivative gain on the torso angular velocityθ. F z is the desired vertical GRF, K pz is the proportional gain on the CoM height z and K dz is the derivative gain on the CoM vertical velocityż. z des and θ des are the desired CoM height and torso lean. x p is the desired foot landing location for the end of swing; v is the horizontal CoM velocity, k is the feedback gain that regulates v towards the target velocity v tgt . C is a constant and d is the distance between the stance leg and the CoM; T is the swing time and 0.5 · v · T is a feedforward term similar to a Raibert hopping policy [23] . This parametrization results in desired ground reaction forces (GRFs) in stance and a desired foot landing position in swing. In stance, the desired GRFs are then sent to the ATRIAS inverse dynamics model that generates desired motor torques. Details can be found in [24] .
In swing, we generate a 5th order spline that starts from the current position and velocity of the swing leg and terminates at the desired foot position x fp . This trajectory gives the desired position and velocity of the swing leg, which is then achieved using position control on the SEA motor.
This controller assumes no double-stance, swing leg takes off as soon as stance is detected. This leads to a highly dynamic gait, as the contact polygon for ATRIAS in single stance is a point.
By tuning different subsets of parameters of the policy described above, we obtain two different controllersa 5-dimensional and a 9-dimensional controller: 1) 5-dimensional walking controller : optimizing 5 parameters [K pt , K dt , k, C, T ]; the desired variables z des , θ des and the feedback on z are hand tuned 2) 9-dimensional walking controller : optimizing all 9 parameters [K pt , K dt , θ des , K pz , K dz , z des , k, C, T ] Experimenting with controllers of the same type but different dimensionality helps us understand the effect of increasing dimensionality on our feature transform.
C. 50-dimensional Virtual Neuromuscular Controller
The second controller we used is a modified version of the previously proposed virtual neuromuscular controller (VNMC) [25] . VNMC maps a neuromuscular model to the ATRIAS robot's topology and emulates it to generate desired motor torques, which are sent to the SEA. The emulated neuromuscular model, which was originally developed to study human locomotion, consists of muscle reflexes such as force and length feedbacks on the muscle. vv, θv, ϕv, fv, cv) , where ϕ are joint angles, fv and cv are force and contact data of the virtual leg. The virtual neuromuscular model (in the gray box) outputs virtual joint torques (τv,1, τv,2); these are mapped to desired robot joint torques (τ f , τ b ), which are tracked by the SEA controller.
For this study, we adapt VNMC by removing some biological components while preserving its basic functionalities. First, the new VNMC directly uses joint angles and angular velocity data instead of estimating it from physiologically plausible sensory data, such as muscle fiber states. Second, most of the neural transmission delays are removed, except those utilized by the controller. The final version of the controller consists of 50 parameters including low-level control parameters, such as feedback gains, as well as high level parameters, such as desired step length and desired torso lean.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe our experiments on the ATRIAS hardware and simulation. We test the 5-dimensional and 9-dimensional controllers on hardware (controllers described in Section IV-B). In addition, we test the 50dimensional VNMC controller (from Section IV-C) on ATRIAS simulation. We compare BO with DoG-based kernel (our method) to BO with Squared Exponential (SE) kernel, which is a commonly used kernel in BO. We also estimate the probability of finding walking controllers randomly.
We built our implementation of BO starting from the framework in [26] . In all our experiments with BO we used the Expected Improvement (EI) acquisition function. Hyperparameters for BO were set in a standard way: initialized to default values (0 for mean offset, 1.0 for kernel length scales and signal variance, 0.1 for σ n -noise parameter). After each iteration of BO, improved hyperparameters were obtained by optimizing marginal likelihood w.r.t. the hyperparameters (see Section V-A in [13] ).
For each controller type, DoG scores were calculated for a large grid of points (controller parameters) in simulation. For each point, we ran a short simulation and calculated DoG score of the resulting simulated trajectory.
A. Experiments with 5-dimensional Controller
The first set of hardware experiments were conducted on a 5-dimensional controller, described in Section IV-B. The target speed profile for these experiments was: 0.4m/s (15 steps) -1.0m/s (15 steps) -0.2m/s (15 steps) -0m/s (5 steps). The maximum number of steps before the controller shut off was set to 50. We used the following cost function (simplified from [12] ):
where x fall is distance covered before falling, v avg is average speed per step and v tgt contains target velocity profile.
We computed DoG scores for 20,000 points by running 3.5s simulation for each point. First we sampled 100 random points on hardware and 10 of them walked for this profile (so a 1/10 chance of finding a walking point randomly). In simulation, 276 points out of 1000 randomly sampled points walked, implying a 1/4 chance. This highlights the difference between hardware and simulation, indicating this is a tougher problem on hardware.
On hardware, we conducted 5 runs of BO with DoGbased kernel and 5 runs of BO with SE. For each run, we did 10 trials for DoG-based kernel, and 20 for SE kernel. This amounted to 150 experiments on the robot. BO with DoG-based kernel found walking points within 3 trials in 5/5 runs. BO with SE seemed to be hindered by automatic hyperparameter optimization (not finding any walking points in 20 trials). So for BO with SE we kept default hyperparameters to get a more meaningful baseline. In this case, BO with SE found walking points in 10 trials in 3/5 runs, and in 20 trials in 4/5 runs. Figure 5 shows these results.
B. Hardware Experiments with 9-dimensional Controller
The second set of hardware experiments were conducted on a 9-dimensional controller, described in Section IV-B. The target speed for these experiments was set to 0.4m/s. The maximum number of steps before the controller shut off was 30. The cost function was same as in Equation 9 . DoG scores were computed for 100,000 points in simulation, the target speed was set to 0.5m/s, and simulations were run for 5s.
We sampled 100 random points on hardware and 3 of them walked for this speed profile (so a 1/33 chance of finding a walking point randomly). We also sampled 100 random points for the variable speed profile from Section V-A. In this case there were no walking points. To keep the problem at hand reasonable, we used the simpler target speed profile. For the 0.4m/s target speed profile, we conducted 3 runs of BO with DoG-based kernel and 3 runs of BO with SE. For each run, we did 10 trials for DoG-based kernel, and 10 for SE. This amounted to 60 hardware experiments (excluding random sampling). BO with DoG-based kernel found walking points after 5 trials in all 3 runs. BO with SE did not find any walking points after 10 trials in all 3 runs. Figure 6 illustrates these results.
C. Simulation Experiments with 9-dimensional Controller
To facilitate further experiments we used an ATRIAS simulator [27] with modeling disturbances and different target speed profiles. For these experiments, we used the 9-dimensional controller described in IV-B, since this setting proved to be a more challenging for the ATRIAS hardware. Masses of the robot torso, legs, the boom, as well as inertia of the torso were perturbed randomly by up to 15% of their original values. This ensured a mismatch between the setting used to generate the DoG-based kernel and the experimental setting for evaluating its performance.
The cost function used for these experiments was:
where x fall is the distance covered before falling, v avg is the average speed per step, v tgt is the target velocity for that step, and c tr captures the cost of transport -calculated by taking a sum of motor torques and normalizing them by a constant. Note the addition of the cost of transport, as compared to Equation 9 . c tr needs more than 10 trials to be optimized significantly, and the current low-level motor controllers in Section IV-B are not designed to reduce c tr . Hence, its not considered in the hardware experiments. Figure 7 illustrates BO on a simulated model with mass and inertia differences. Simulations for evaluating the cost were run for 30s. The target for the speed was to start walking at 0.4m/s, then speed up to 0.6m/s, then 1.0m/s, slow down to 0.6m/s, then walk at 0.2m/s. Even though DoGbased kernel was collected using an unperturbed model with a target speed of 0.5m/s, it helped improve BO significantly on this more challenging setting. After 20 trials, 96% of BO runs using the DoG-based kernel found a stable walking solution, compared to 56% of the runs of BO with SE. The average cost of the walking solutions was also improved: lower by ≈30% when using DoG vs SE kernel.
These experiments suggest that DoG-based kernel is able to offer improvement for the settings different from the one used to generate it. This improvement is robust to both the deviations of the robot model/hardware parameters as well as desired walking speed profiles.
D. Experiments with 50-dimensional Controller
To explore the possibility of using DoG-based kernel with high-dimensional controllers we experimented with a 50-dimensional Virtual Neuromuscular Controller (VNMC) described in Section IV-C.
VNMC does not start from rest, and needs an initial velocity. In previous work this has been emulated by giving the simulation an initial speed. But this is unrealizable on hardware. To overcome this problem, we start the VNMC with a 5-dimensional walking controller (described in Section IV, parameters hand-tuned and fixed). Once the robot has taken 10 steps with this controller, the control is switched to VNMC.
To construct DoG-based kernel for this controller we ran simulations for 250,000 points, for 7 seconds each. The DoG scores were computed after switching to the VNMC (so after the first 10 steps). Searching in 50-dimensional space could be completely intractable if the search region is too wide. Usually enough domain knowledge is available to confine the search to a reasonably manageable region. We tried to find an initial point that walked 3-4 steps before falling in simulation (this point still had a high cost of ≈93). This point became the "center" of our search space, and we searched in a hyper-cube of size [0.75, 1.25] in each dimension around this point. So, with initial point x 0 , the search space was [0.75 · x 0 , 1.25 · x 0 ]. With these boundaries, 4% of points sampled randomly were walking. Figure 8 shows results of BO with SE, DoG-based kernel and adjusted DoG-based kernel. During optimization simulations were run for 30 seconds. We used the same cost function as described in the previous section (Equation 10 ).
For 50-dimensional control, the mismatch between long and short simulations becomes apparent. For the 5dimensional and 9-dimensional controllers, the performance during short simulations usually predicted whether 30s simulations would be successful. That is, points that walked for 5s would walk for 30s. However, this was not the case for the 50-dimensional controller. Since this controller is capable of richer behaviors, if a controller is not in a limit cycle before the end of a short simulation, it can yield a range of behaviours later. As a result, we noticed an improvement when using adjusted DoG-based kernel described in Section III. While DoG-based kernel is still very competitive and finds walking points in 100% of the runs by 20 trials, the adjusted DoG-based kernel with mismatch has an advantage. As described in Section III-B, to model simulation-hardware mismatch we used an auxiliary Gaussian Process with zero mean and standard SE kernel with ARD [21] . Hyperparameters were initialized and optimized in the same way as for DoG-based kernel, but to save on computation we used default hyperparameters until a high mismatch was observed.
The 50-dimensional controller has not been fully implemented to work on hardware yet due to lack of time. However, our experiments so far seem promising and we are working towards a hardware implementation. To anticipate potential mismatch between simulation and hardware, we tested it on slightly perturbed initial conditions for the VNMC. The different conditions were aimed to replicate issues likely to be seen on hardware. The starting states for VNMC would differ slightly each time, since they would depend on the state of the robot after the 5-dimensional initiating controller has finished. Both DoG and adjusted DoG were robust to slight changes in initial condition. We hope to test adjusted DoG-based kernel more in the future in this challenging setting that could be sensitive to simulationhardware mismatch.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a feature transform for bipedal locomotion that can be used to learn controllers on hardware efficiently. This transform is based on bipedal walking features called the Determinants of Gait (DoG) and is calculated using controller's performance in simulation. We use Bayesian Optimization (BO) to learn controller parameters on hardware; the distance between controllers, and consequently their influence on each other, is determined by the distance in the transformed space. Our hardware Fig. 9 : A time lapse of ATRIAS during a run of DoG-based kernel. Video : https://youtu.be/hpXNFREgaRA experiments on a 5-dimensional and 9-dimensional controller show that indeed DoG-based kernel transfers important features of walking controllers between simulation and hardware. We also do perturbed simulation experiments on a 50-dimensional controller and the results seem promising. We are working on testing this on hardware.
Using simulation to guide hardware experiments raises some important questions. For example, how can we determine useful features for this transfer and their relative importance? How can we propagate the encountered differences between simulation and hardware? We use domain knowledge to extract important features, but one could also use learning to do so [28] . We suggest using Automatic Relevance Determination to adjust relative importance and a mismatch map to propagate differences between simulation and hardware. Both of these methods remain to be tested extensively in simulation and on hardware, but seem promising from initial results. We plan to continue experimenting with these to develop a robust kernel that can be used for complex walking robots and controllers.
